DSAR: DSA aware Routing with Simultaneous DSA
Guiding Pattern and Double Patterning Assignment
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ABSTRACT
Directed self-assembly (DSA) is a promising solution for fabrication of contacts and vias for advanced technology nodes. In this
paper, we study a DSA aware detailed routing problem, where
DSA guiding pattern assignment and guiding pattern double patterning (DP) compliance are resolved simultaneously. We propose
a net planning technique, which pre-routes some nets based on their
bounding box positions, to improve both metal layer and via layer
qualities. We also introduce a new routing graph model with DSA
and DP design rule considerations. The DSA and DP aware detailed routing is then performed based on the net planning result,
followed by a post-routing optimization on DSA guiding pattern
assignment and decomposition. The experimental result demonstrates that our proposed approach can achieve promising DSA and
DP friendly layout, i.e., conflict free on DSA guiding pattern with
double patterning assignment for via layer. In addition, our proposed detailed router is able to effectively reduce 20% via number and 15% total wirelength than one recent DSA aware detailed
router.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

(c)

With the delay of extreme ultraviolet lithography (EUV), industry is heavily looking for other lithography alternatives, such as
multiple patterning lithography (MPL) for 7nm technology node
and beyond [16, 25, 33]. Besides, they are also looking for other
options such as multiple e-beam or directed self-assembly (DSA)
lithography, to serve as the next generation lithography techniques
to extend 193nm immersion (193i) lithography further or combine
with EUV to reduce manufacturing cost [12, 21]. Recently, one dimensional (1D) design has been used to simplify the design rule explosion in advanced technology nodes. Litho-friendly 1D standard
cell design method, place and route algorithm have been developed
to improve chip yield and performance [2, 10, 21].
With the scaling of technology nodes, the via density has increased dramatically on routing layers, leading to triple and even
quadruple patterning for via layer printing with conventional 193i

Figure 1: (a) Original layout; (b) Print via layer with quadruple
patterning; (c) Print via layer with DSA and double patterning.
lithography [13, 21]. The situation becomes even worse for the 1D
design where more vias may be introduced due to extreme regular
routing patterns. As a result, the cost grows tremendously for the
mask manufacturing. On the other hand, the number of masks for
contacts/vias layer can be reduced by DSA because of its pitch multiply ability to group several contacts/vias in a single DSA guiding
pattern [5, 6, 13, 15, 19, 20, 26, 28, 29, 32]. For example, in order
to print the via layer in Figure 1(a), at least four masks with 193i
lithography should be used, as shown in Figure 1(b). If DSA is applied on via layer, since the dense distributed vias can be grouped in
the same DSA pattern, then only two masks are required for printing of DSA guiding patterns (GP), as shown in Figure 1(c). In this
way, both the cost and number of masks can be greatly reduced.
As an emerging lithography technique, DSA can formulate ultra
regular cylinders inside the guiding patterns. The pitch of cylinders is multiplied when several cylinders are formulated inside the
same guiding pattern. The self-assemble process is enabled by
micro-phase separation of Block Copolymer (BCP) material, and
it is directed by different guiding pattern shapes to generate different contacts/vias patterns. DSA is considered as a potential complementary hole shrinking technique to EUV lithography [5, 19].
Nevertheless, DSA also suffers from placement error caused by the
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Lgrid > M INdsa

mismatch between final and target patterns. For instance, it is discovered that the placement error may be quite large for complex
DSA group patterns [19], thus some regular DSA group patterns
are preferred due to yield consideration. However, due to the limited patterns of DSA, it is difficult to cover the randomly distributed
contacts and vias in conventional design by a single guiding pattern
mask. Therefore, multiple patterning for DSA guiding patterns is a
straightforward and natural extension.
There are several works on DSA guiding pattern assignment
and decomposition problem. [17, 22, 23, 30] studied the DSA guiding pattern assignment and redistribution of cut masks in 1D design; [20] first addressed the challenges of applying DSA to contacts and vias, and proposed the initial ideas of multiple patterning
in DSA; [3, 4, 14, 31] investigated the DSA guiding pattern assignment, and proposed different methods to decompose these patterns
in order to reduce variations. It should be noted that decomposition conflicts may not be completely removed if vias in the design
is fixed, so considering DSA patterns during design stage becomes
necessary. [7] proposed an SAT algorithm to optimize the contact
topology of 1D standard cell library in order to reduce complexity
of DSA guiding patterns. [8] proposed a detailed routing method
to assign DSA guiding patterns to vias during the detailed routing stage. [9] considered the DSA pattern during the redundant via
insertion stage, and solved this problem by using integer linear program (ILP) and maximum independent set method; [24] extended
the DSA aware redundant via insertion problem, and solved the
guiding pattern assignment and redundant via insertion simultaneously. [27] proposed a method to remove the grouping conflicts
between the standard cell boundaries in the post-placement stage.
However, none of the previous research consider DSA and multiple patterning constraints simultaneously during detailed routing
stage. In this paper, we investigate detailed routing algorithms considering DSA and double patterning (DSA+DP) on guiding patterns. The purpose of this study is to obtain a detailed routing
layout with DSA and double patterning friendly via distribution,
while the impact on conventional metrics such as wirelength and
via number are minimized as well. Our major contributions of this
paper can be summarized as follows:

Feasible region
M INdsa

M AXdsa

M INlitho

(a)

(b)
Figure 2: (a) DSA design rules: Vias whose distance is within
[M INdsa , M AXdsa ] can be grouped in the same guiding template; otherwise they can not be grouped. (b) Feasible regular DSA
patterns. As the last three patterns have larger pitch than the natural
pitch of DSA material, their guiding templates will have complex
shapes in order to obtain higher confinement on the final patterns.
Without loss of generality, all the guiding templates are illustrated
as rectangles in the following sections.

2.1

DSA Design Rules

The minimum and maximum pitches that DSA material can obtain are defined as M INdsa and M AXdsa . The M INdsa is almost the same to the natural pitch LO of DSA material. Only when
two vias are within the region between M INdsa and M AXdsa ,
can they be grouped in the same DSA group. Otherwise, they
have to be decomposed into different masks when the distance
is smaller than the conventional minimum lithography distance
M INlitho . In this paper, in order not to lose any generality, we
assume the size of the grids is Lgrid , and the minimum lithography distance M INlitho ≥ 3 × Lgrid . And M INdsa ≤ Lgrid ,
2 × Lgrid ≤ M AXdsa ≤ 3 × Lgrid . The above assumptions are
illustrated in Figure 2(a). Moreover, as the non-collinear and nonmanhattan aligned DSA patterns are not reliable with 193i lithography, and fork or cycle shaped patterns are difficult to synthesis,
thus these kind of patterns are forbidden. In addition, the number
of contacts/vias in a single DSA guiding pattern are also restricted.
Therefore, the regular and simple DSA patterns are adopted in this
work to improve the robustness and yield of DSA lithography, as
shown in Figure 2(b). When the distance between adjacent holes is
different from the natural pitch of DSA material, more confinement
is required on the guiding template. Thus, the shapes of masks for
the last three guiding templates are more complex than the first
three.

• This is the first work considering DSA with double patterning for DSA guiding patterns on via layer in detailed routing
stage to the best of our knowledge.
• A pre-route net planning algorithm is proposed to improve
routing quality in terms of total via number and wirelength.
• A routing graph model with DSA+DP considerations is developed for detailed routing.
• The DSA guiding pattern assignment and decomposition for
via layer can be performed simultaneously in the routing
stage.
• A post-route DSA guiding pattern assignment and decomposition method is adopted to further improve the result.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces
the DSA pattern constraints and problem formulation. Section 3
presents the details of our proposed method. Section 4 demonstrates the experimental results. Then Section 5 concludes the paper.

2.

2 · Lgrid  M AXdsa < 3 · Lgrid

2.2

Forbidden Via Distribution

For unidirectional design, cut masks are often used to cut off
the metal lines to formulate logic connections. But it should be
noted that there are minimum area constraints for the cut masks.
As illustrated in Figure 3(a), the tip-to-tip design with two adjacent
vias on different nets might violate the design rules. Therefore, this
kind of adjacent via distributions on different nets are forbidden.
However, the minimum area violation can be avoided for adjacent
vias on the same nets, as shown in Figure 3(b).

PRELIMINARIES

In this section, we introduce the DSA related design rules and
present our problem formulation. The design is assumed as gridded
design.
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Figure 3: (a) The cut mask violates the minimum area design rule
for adjacent vias on different nets. (b) If the adjacent vias are on
the same net, the cut mask will not violate the rule.
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Figure 6: (a) Bounding boxes of nets. (b) Conflict graph for the
two corners of all nets.

(a)

n1

the following, we present a new algorithm to estimate the via distribution with DSA+DP considerations and net routability before
performing the A* path search in detailed routing. The proposed
algorithm generates a pre-route net path assignment based on the
bounding box locations of all the nets. By determining the routing
path for nets that do not have too much interference or impact on
other nets with DSA+DP constraints in advance, the pre-route net
planning could be able to reduce the via number, the total wirelength and conflict number.

(b)

n2

n3

(c)

3.1.1

(d)

Conflict Graph Construction for Nets

We first construct a conflict graph for the possible vias based on
the bounding box locations of each net. As for unidirectional routing, different metal layers have certain routing direction, running
either horizontally or vertically. Therefore, it is reasonable to take
the jogs of the bounding box as a via between different metal layers. So besides the source and target pins, each bounding box has
two corners, denoted as x1 and x2 . The first one indicates the upper corner, and the latter one indicates the lower corner, as shown
in Figure 5. The two corners are used as the vertices in the conflict
graph. One corner may contain one to three vias depending on the
pin locations. To make it simple, we assume that no via is inserted
on the pins in the example. A conflict edge will be added between
vertices when their distance is less than the minimum lithography
distance. For edge whose vertices can not be grouped in the same
DSA guiding pattern, a larger weight is assigned to it. Similarly, a
smaller weight is assigned to edge whose vertices can be grouped
in the same DSA guiding pattern.
Figure 6 shows an example of conflict graph construction, where
there are fives nets and ten vertices for each corner of all the nets.
As the two possible vias in the lower corner a2 of net a and upper corner d1 of net d can be grouped in the same DSA pattern,
a smaller weight is assigned to the edge between a2 and d1 . The
above rules can be applied to other vertices and edges in the same
way.

Figure 4: (a) Initial detailed routing without DSA consideration.
(b) Three masks are required for via layer. (c) Redistribute the via
by rerouting net 1 and net 3 to make the via layer DSA friendly. (d)
Only two masks are used with DSA consideration.

Problem Formulation

Figure 4 gives an example of DSA incompatible routing and
DSA friendly routing. Without DSA consideration on the via layer,
the via distribution in Figure 4(a) requires three DSA masks to print
the vias as in Figure 4(b). By rerouting net 1 and net 3 with DSA
consideration, we can pattern the vias with only two DSA masks,
as illustrated in Figure 4(d). The problem formulation of our DSA
and double patterning aware routing (DSAR) is as follows:
Problem 1 (DSAR). Given a placed netlist with source/target
pins, a set of feasible DSA patterns and corresponding design rules,
we will perform detailed routing and DSA+DP guiding pattern assignment simultaneously, and minimize the number of unroutable
nets and total wire length at the same time.

DSAR: DSA+DP AWARE ROUTING

This section introduces a pre-route net planning algorithm and a
new routing graph model. It also provides the details of algorithms
that have been used.

3.1

5

n2

n3

3.

1

d2

(a)

2.3

b2

5

3.1.2

Conflict Graph Bipartization

In our net planning algorithm, we want to determine the routing
path for as many nets as possible. With the conflict graph, the target
is to find the maximized number of vertices which are 2-colorable,
by grouping vias in the same DSA group. Therefore, this problem

Pre-route Net Planning

Net planning is one of the important problems in the detailed
routing stage, which has been studied in many different ways. In
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Figure 8: (a) Bipartization result, net a and b are undetermined. (b) Route b first results in longer wire length. (c) Route a first results less
wire length.
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. It is calculated as
e∈V Coste
the reciprocal of the sum of connected edge cost. With the cost,we
prefer to delete the most congested and DSA unfriendly vertices to
avoid decomposition conflicts during the bipartization process. sv
is also a binary variable indicating the color assignment for vertex
v. sv = 0 means that v is assigned with color 0, and vice versa for
sv = 1. And N is the total number of vertices. The objective is
to delete as few vertices as possible with minimized cost. The first
two constraints forbid both endpoints of a conflict edge to have
the same color while none of them is deleted. The third constraint
forbids the two corners of the same net to exist at the same time.
The forth constraint forbids the vertices if corresponding corner of
its bounding box occupies the source/target pin locations of other
nets.

b2

αv , which is calculated as αv = P
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Figure 7: Conflict graph constraints.
Table 1: Pre-route Net Planning Notations
cv
vertices deletion coverage for vertex v
sv
color assignment for vertex v
αv cost of vertex v
N
total number of vertices
Es solid edge set
Ed dashed edge set
Vf forbidden vertex set

3.1.3

can be formulated as a constrained DSA+DP vertex bipartization
algorithm, which converts the conflict graph to a bipartite graph by
deleting minimized number of vertices.
It should be noted that at most one corner can be selected for each
net. A net corner is strictly forbidden if it goes through the source/target pins of another net. Other constraints for conflict graph are
demonstrated in Figure 7. The dashed line means that the two corners belong to the same net, and at most one corner can exist at
the same time. The dashed lines will not be counted as the conflict
edge during the graph bipartization. The shadowed vertices indicate that the corresponding corner goes through the source/target
pins of another net, so these vertices have to be deleted in advance.
The ideal case is that there exists a set of valid corners for each net
that are 2-colorable for the original conflict graph. ILP formula (1)
is proposed to solve the problem. Some notations are explained in
Table 1.

min

N
X

(αi × ci )

3.2
3.2.1

(1a)
∀{v, u} ∈ Es ,

(1b)

sv + su − (cv + cu ) ≤ 1,
cv + cu ≥ 1,

∀{v, u} ∈ Es ,
∀{v, u} ∈ Ed ,

(1c)
(1d)

cv = 1,

∀v ∈ Vf .

(1e)

Detailed Routing
Routing graph model

Since we only consider the DSA guiding pattern decomposition
on via layer where the metal layers are all unidirectional, previous
routing graph model for multiple patternings [18] may no longer be
suitable for the DSA+DP aware detailed routing. To avoid the generations of DSA guiding pattern conflicts, we propose the following DSA+DP aware routing graph model to perform DSA guiding
pattern assignment and decomposition simultaneously.
Without loss of any generality, we assume that the vertical wire
indicates metal 2, and the horizontal wire indicates metal 3. A via
is inserted when the routing direction changes. A routing box for
each routing grid is used to indicate the inserted via and its color assignment, as illustrated in Figure 9(a). There are four outlets on the
sides of the routing box to denote the routing direction of the net.
Inside the routing box, several lines are used to indicate the routing
paths to the next grid. The horizontal and vertical lines are used
for routing metals on different layers.The diagonal lines indicate
the direction change of the routing path, and the direction change
means a via is inserted between different metal layers. There are

i=1

s.t. sv + su + (cv + cu ) ≥ 1,

DSA+DP Net Ordering

Due to the congested bounding box distribution, the routing path
of some nets can not be decided with ILP. Therefore, these nets will
be routed in the detailed routing stage. Before that, a net ordering
method is proposed based on previous ILP result. Generally, the
net order of the undetermined nets are determined in the ascending
order based on the size of bounding box of each net. However, if
the bounding box size is the same, the net with more overlaps with
other nets will be routed first. Figure 8 shows that routing paths
of nets a and b are not determined, net a is routed first since it has
smaller bounding box.

cv is a binary variable indicating the vertices deletion coverage
for v. cv = 1 means vertex v is deleted. The cost of cv is denoted as
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Figure 10: (a) Nearby routing box state update. (b) Example layout
shows the updated routing box state.
forbidden in a routing box, then it is marked as infeasible routing
box for all vias.

(e)

3.2.2

(f)

General Cost Function

Assume current grid is i, and next grid is next. Let costis denote the cost from source to i. Let disttnext denote the estimated
distance from next to target. Let usage(i) denote the number of
nets in the grid. Besides, we also need to consider the grid conflicts
cost and related history cost for the A* search. Thus, let h(i) be
the current history cost of grid i, h(i)0 be the previous history cost
of grid i. And hdsa (i) is the DSA violation history.

Figure 9: (a) Routing graph model. The inner path inside the routing box will be marked as dashed lines when it is forbidden. (b)
Red via is forbidden. (c) Green via is forbidden. (d) Red via is
inserted. (e) Green via is inserted. (f) All vias are forbidden.
four routing direction changes in each routing box. In order to show
the DSA guiding pattern assignment to the inserted via, and the decomposition of these templates, we use color green and red to indicate each direction change. If the line is dashed, then this color
is not allowed in this routing box. Figures 9(b)–9(f) demonstrate
different routing box states, where Figures 9(b) and 9(c) forbid a
certain via color assignment inside the routing box, Figures 9(d)
and 9(e) show that if a via is inserted, the metal lines and any other
vias are forbidden in the routing box. Figure 9(f) shows that vias
are forbidden but metal lines are allowed in the routing box.
With the definition of the routing box, the cost from current grid
to next grid (cnext
) can be calculated based on the relative locations
i
of both grids.

cvia + Lgrid , di 6= dnext ,
cnext
=
(2)
i
cm + Lgrid , di = dnext .

h(i) = h(i)0 + A × usage(i) + B × hdsa (i).

(3)

Therefore, according to the routing box cost explained in Section
3.2.1, the current grid cost c(i) and estimated net cost pi (s, t) so
far can be calculated as follows:
c(i) = costis + cnext
+ h(i),
i
pi (s, t) = c(i) + σ ×

disttnext .

(4)
(5)

We assign a higher value to σ if the HPWL of current net is less
than the estimated cost to help the A* search.

 1,
c(i) ≤ lHP W L ,
(6)
σ=
c(i)
 1+
, c(i) > lHP W L .
HP W L
For A* search, we need to search the neighbors of current grid,
and create a priority queue to store the neighbors with estimated net
cost. If the nearby grid does not exist in the priority queue, or the
new estimated path cost is smaller than the previous one, we update
the priority with the new estimated path cost. The search continues
until we reach the target pin of current net.

Besides the basic wire length cost Lgrid , we have the metal cost
cm and via cost cvia to be added to the cost based on the direction
of current grid di and next grid dnext . A larger weight M should
be assigned to the cost if the routing direction is forbidden.
Once a net is routed, we need to update the status for corresponding routing boxes. It is observed that once a via has been inserted
in the routing box, all the other routing paths should be forbidden.
And if a vertical metal line goes through a routing box, the horizontal metal line is still valid to go through the routing box, but all
via paths are forbidden. As shown in Figure 10(a), when a green
via is inserted, the neighboring routing boxes of the inserted via are
marked as via-forbidden. For other routing boxes whose distance
is less than the minimum lithography distance, but they can not be
grouped with current via in the same DSA pattern, then these routing boxes can only be assigned to the opposite colors. If the grid
distance to the inserted via is larger than minimum lithography distance, no coloring constraints is required. Figure 10(b) gives an
example for the updated routing boxes. When both via colors are

3.2.3

DSA+DP aware Detailed Routing

The detailed routing algorithm is illustrated in Algorithm 1. A*
search scheme is adopted in this work. We update the corresponding grid cost after a net is routed, and use a queue to store all the
violated grids and all the nets information in these grids. If a net
path generates a violation, the net path will be rip-up, and its nearby
grid status should be updated. The net will be rerouted to remove
the violation. If a new violation is generated after the rip-up and
reroute, the new conflict should be pushed into the queue. This ripup and reroute iteration continues until the violation queue is empty
or the runtime exceeds the maximum time requirement.
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Algorithm 1 DSA+DP aware detailed routing
Input: Netlists from net planning algorithm.
Output: Routed nets with DSA friendly via layer.
1: Route determined nets;
2: Update grids cost;
3: Initial routing iteration;
4: Q ← nets in violated grids;
5: while !Q.empty() do
6:
g(i) ← Q.pop(); N ets ∈ g(i);
7:
for each net k ∈ N ets do
8:
Pre-route with cost evaluation;
9:
end for
10:
Rip-up net k that has maximum cost improvement;
11:
Route net k;
12:
for each grid g(j) of net k do
13:
Update grid cost;
14:
if g(j) is violated then
15:
Q ← nets in this g(j);
16:
end if
17:
end for
18:
if g(i) is still violated then
19:
Q ← g(i);
20:
end if
21: end while

c

(d)

(c)

d

a

c

b

(e)

Figure 12: (a) Conflict graph for post routing optimization of the
example layout. Because vias a, b and c cannot be grouped in the
same DSA guiding template, therefore: (b) Edge ac and bc can not
be deleted at the same time. (c) Edge ab and bc can not be deleted
at the same time. (d) Edge ab and ac can not be deleted at the same
time. (e) The conflict graph can be converted to a bipartite graph
by deleting edge ab with minimum cost.
X

evi vj + M ·

X

evk vh

(7a)

s.t. tvi + tvj + evi vj ≥ 1,

∀{evi vj } ∈ E,

(7b)

tvi + tvj − evi vj ≤ 1,

∀{evi vj } ∈ E,

(7c)

evi vj + evi vk ≤ 1,

∀(i, j, k) infeasible,

(7d)

evi vj + evj vk + evk vh ≤ 2,

∀(i, j, k), (j, k, h) groupable,
(7e)

(b)

evi vj , tvi ∈ {0, 1}.

Figure 11: (a) Example layout for post routing optimization. (b)
Optimal guiding pattern assignment and decomposition for the example layout.
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The first item in the objective function is the sum of edges with
groupable vias, while the second item is the sum of edges with ungroupable vias. vi represents via i, while evi vj is a binary variable
to indicate the edge between vi and vj . evi vj = 1 means that the
edge is deleted. But if vi and vj can not be grouped in the same
DSA pattern, a conflict is generated. Therefore, in order to discourage deleting the un-groupable edge, a large coefficient M is assigned to these edges in the objective function. tvi indicates which
masks that vi has been assigned to. The first two constraints will
try to divide the vias on the same edge into two masks. The third
constraint will avoid the forbidden DSA patterns, such as forks and
circles. And the forth constraint restricts the sizes of feasible DSA
patterns. As illustrated in Figures 12(b)–12(c), the bold edges can
not be deleted at the same time to avoid infeasible DSA patterns.
And the optimal solution can be achieved by deleting the edge between a and b to make the conflict graph a bipartite graph, as shown
in Figure 12(e).

Post Routing Optimization

In the post-routing stage, we propose a method to further minimize the DSA pattern cost and conflicts by re-assigning DSA guiding patterns to the via layer. For example, the original via pattern
is shown in Figure 11(a), the optimized DSA guiding pattern assignment and decomposition is shown Figure 11(b). To find the
optimized solution, we will first construct a new conflict graph for
the via layer, as illustrated in Figure 12(a). The vertices represent
the vias. An edge is added between any two vias when their distance is less than the minimum lithography distance. In addition,
the edge is marked with black color if its vias can be grouped in the
same DSA group, and the edge is marked with red color if its vias
can not be grouped in the same DSA group. Because larger DSA
groups can increase mask complexity and placement error between
the target via and final via, thus minimizing large DSA groups and
the number of conflicts at the same time are the primary goals for
the post-routing optimization.
This problem can be formulated as the edge bipartization problem: convert the conflict graph to a bipartite graph by deleting minimized numbers of edges. This formulation is slightly different
from the pre-route net planning formulation, as shown in Formula
(7).

3.4

Overall Flow

Figure 13 shows the overall flow of our DSA+DP aware detailed
routing algorithm. First, the algorithm input consists of blockages,
net list with source and target pins, a set of DSA pattern constraints
and corresponding design rules. Next, we perform the pre-route
net planning to determine the routing paths for some nets. For nets
whose routing paths can not be decided during the pre-route stage,
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ber than DSA aware detailed router without DP consideration, and
with little impact compared to conventional 1D router. Moreover,
compared to conventional 1D router, our DSAR can reduce 269
more DP+DSA conflicts between DSA guiding patterns, and reduce 8 conflicts than DSA router without double patterning considerations, which demonstrates the effectiveness of our proposed algorithms on DSA+DP considerations. The runtime is a little longer
because of more iterations to resolve double patterning conflicts
and more search spaces during A* search process. Besides, as all
the algorithms can achieve 100% routability, thus routability is not
shown in the comparison table.
The impact of our proposed net planning method is also analyzed in terms of total via number, total wirelength and runtime.
The comparisons are illustrated in Figure 14. We can observe from
Figures 14(a) and 14(b) that, with our proposed pre-route net planning, the via number and the wire length can be effectively reduced
by 19% and 8%, respectively. Note that with more pre-routed nets
the A* search based maze routing takes more time to search for the
neighboring grids, thus the runtime has been slightly increased by
around 7%, as shown in Figure 14(c). It indicates that with preroute net planning, the solution quality can be improved at a cost
of small runtime increase. Overall, we can still claim that the proposed net planning method is effective to reduce the total number
of inserted vias and wirelength.

Table 2: Benchmark Statistics
bench
#net
#pin
Grid size
ecc
1671
3342
436×446
efc
2219
4438
406×421
ctl
2706
5412
496×503
alu
3108
6216
406×408
div
5813
11626
636×646
top
22201 44402 1176×1179
the rip-up and reroute based A* search algorithm is performed on
our DSA+DP aware routing graph model to find the routing paths
for them. After that, the post routing optimization algorithm is
applied on the via layer to further reduce template cost.

4.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We implemented the proposed algorithms in C++. All the experiments are performed on a 3.4 GHz Intel workstation with 32GB
memory. The state of art optimization tool GUROBI 6.5 [11]
is used as the ILP solver. The benchmarks are the synthesized
OpenSparc T1 design [1]. It is assumed that only Metal 2 (M2)
and Metal 3 (M3) layers are available for routing, where M2 and
M3 run horizontally and vertically. The benchmarks are grid-based,
and statistics of the benchmarks are shown in Table 2.
In order to demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach, we
implemented the conventional 1D detailed router without DSA
considerations, and also the DSA-aware detailed router proposed
in [8], in which DP is not considered. Although the DSA patterns
and design rules are different in [8], we adjusted the method with
our own design rules and feasible DSA patterns. The parameters A
and B in Equation (3) are set as 1 and 10 respectively.
Table 3 compares experimental results of conventional 1D detailed router, DSA-aware detailed router in [8], and our proposed
DP+DSA aware detailed router (DSAR). In the table, “#Via” is the
total via number; “WL” is the total wire length; “#CFLT” is number
of the DP+DSA conflicts; while “CPU” is the runtime in seconds.
As shown in the table, our DSAR can effectively reduce via
number by around 1% and 20% compared to conventional 1D detailed router and DSA aware detailed router without double patterning considerations [8]. In addition, DSAR outperforms [8] in
terms of total wire length “WL” by reducing it by 15%. The wirelength of DSAR increases less than 1% compared to conventional
1D routing. These demonstrate that our proposed detailed routing
algorithm is quite effective to reduce the wire length and via num-

5.

With the pitch multiplication ability, DSA can be applied on the
printing of contacts/vias layer to reduce the number of masks. In
this paper, we have proposed an effective DSA aware detailed routing algorithm with double patterning consideration on guiding patterns. We have also proposed a pre-route net planning algorithm
to improve the routing quality in terms of via number and total
wirelength. The detailed routing was performed on a new routing
model with DSA+DP consideration, followed by a post routing optimization algorithm to further improve the DSA guiding pattern
assignment and decomposition. The experimental results show that
our proposed algorithm effectively reduces coloring conflicts on via
layer with DSA and double patterning considerations.

6.

DSA constraints &
design rules

DSA+DP net planning &
net ordering
Construct routing graph
model
DSA+DP aware detailed
routing

Y

Has conflict or
t < time limit?

Post-routing optimization

N
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